Certified Black Cabinet Attributionsm
Counterfeit Attribution Services Request for American Coins

☞ Step 1: Please fill out your Billing and Shipping Addresses.
Billing & Email Addresses:

Shipping Address:

☞ Step 2: Please itemize what you are requesting Attribution for and your declared value of each coin:
#

Year

Mint

Value

Type & Denomination

DON

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
DON = Donate to The Black Cabinet if fake. A portion of your return shipping charges will be refunded if applicable. If
the counterfeit is a variety we do not currently have in the database, or is a variety we are seeking additional specimens of,
that Attribution fee will be refunded as well. Items we cannot conclusively determine are fake will be returned, regardless.

☞ Step 3: Please tally up your total fees, using the table on the left, and shipping costs.
Fee Schedule:
Value > $10,000: ....... Please email in first.
Value $10,000 or less: ................... $25/ea.
Value $5,000 or less: .................... $10/ea.
Value $2,000 or less: ..................... $7/ea.
Value $500 or less: ........................ $5/ea.

TOTALS
Total # of coins ___ x ___ fee per coin = ____.__
Return shipping = ____.__
Sales Tax = ____.__
Total = ____.__

Return Shipping: Return shipping costs from our address to yours must be itemized and a printout of the USPS
Postage Price Calculator quote enclosed with your request (which you can obtain here: http://postcalc.usps.gov/).
Sales Tax: Please include 7% Sales Tax (including shipping) if you are in New Jersey.
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☞ Step 4: Please read and follow the shipping instructions below carefully:
The address to send your coins to is:
Steve Caruso
Attn. The Black Cabinet
PO Box 1445
Highland Park, NJ 08904 USA

Before sending in your coins, please be sure to place any items that you believe may have any
possible numismatic value in separate clear plastic coin flips. In the event that their inauthenticity
cannot be established, the flips will help protect them on the journey to and from our premises.
If there is no copy of the shipping charges quote enclosed with your order, we cannot guarantee the
safe return of your coins. Please be absolutely sure to include it and be doubly sure to choose
appropriate shipping arrangements (including insurance and confirmations where necessary) for both
the outgoing and the return trip.
☞ Step 5: Please read the Payment Instructions below:
If you decide to pay by check or international money order, please make it payable to “Steve
Caruso” at the address in Step 4 and write it’s ID number here: _________________________.
If you decide to pay by PayPal, please send it to RogueLeaf@gmail.com, and provide the
transaction ID here: _____________________________.
☞ The Final Step: Please read the following and sign below:
By completing this order you acknowledge that
you are entering a contract with RogueLeaf, a sole
proprietorship owned by Steve Caruso.
In submitting numismatic items to The Black
Cabinet service, you acknowledge and attest that you
believe that there is a significant possibility that these
numismatic items are inauthentic.
The services rendered are to establish the
inauthenticity (or in the case where inauthenticity
cannot be determined without doubt, a reasonable,
itemized probability of inauthenticity and/or further
authentication recommendations) of numismatic items
submitted by you for physical inspection.
RogueLeaf certifies that all numismatic items
deemed inauthentic are not genuine numismatic items
and do not hold the numismatic value of the genuine
items they seek to imitate.

Numismatic items submitted will be handled with
utmost care at all times while on RogueLeaf premises;
however, RogueLeaf is not responsible for damage incurred
during shipping, nor for inadequate shipping arrangements.
Choosing an appropriate shipping method (both to and from
our premises) is your sole responsibility.
THE GUARANTEES AND STIPULATIONS GIVEN
ABOVE REPLACE AND SUPERSEDE ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND
WHETHER OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR
OTHERWISE. REMEDIES PROVIDED IN THIS
AGREEMENT ARE EXCLUSIVE. EXCEPT AS
EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT, ALL
OTHER REMEDIES AGAINST ROGUELEAF AND
ASSOCIATED PERSONS, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE AND
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, ARE IRREVOCABLY
WAIVED.

Signature: ___________________________________________________
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Date: ___________

